ELECTIVES
Basketball
Board Games

Canvas and Cookies

Capoeira

Crafts
Finding our Rhythm
through Dance
Flag Football

GaGa Ball

Get Fit

Leader

Max

Let's hoop it up!

Caleb Foust

30

Play a variety of board games, indoors!

Trish Boone

30

Hot outside? Come indoors and paint to music and cookies!
Show your artistic side and paint a canvas (provided) or
bring your own item (ex: shoes, a t-shirt, canvas bag, etc.)
to paint!

Sophie Harris

25

Jessa Warner

30

Elizabeth Maye

30

Carol Ann Good

15

Mike Fuller

24

Jonah Gilkeson

20

In this music and movement course we will explore this
playful Brazilian marital art and practice its elements of
dance, gymnastics, and kicks. We will also sing and play
instruments. Anyone can do this, you won't want to miss
out on the fun! Be sure to wear athletic clothing. I need a
large room with lots of floor space- indoors. My other
chaperone, Jon Coole, will be my second adult.
We will work on many Pinterest inspired crafts!
We will learn how to find an awareness of our body in
space, explore that space to sounds of nature, rhythm and
music.
Flag Football
What has 8 sides, one bouncy ball, and needs no prior
experience to play? GaGa Ball! This fun game also doesn't
require a ton of physical skill or energy, but it is a ton of fun.
(disclaimer: Lady Gaga has no official affiliation with this
elective)
This class is for beginners or low level exercise regiments.
We will be exercising outside using our bodies and other
natural elements to do our workout.

Melanie Henderson

Girls Only Sleepover

Join us for some fun together - bring your blanket and
pillow - movies, snacks and a craft.

Shealy Long

25

Handbells

Youth will learn some handbell pieces. No experience
required (but the ability to read music is very helpful!)

Laura Bratton

12

Lia Hearn

25

Brittany Whitaker

24

Jewelry Making
Kickball

Come join us for jewelry making, key chains, bookmarks,
earrings and so many more possibilities.
Baseball with Feet

Lacrosse

Sign Language

Soccer

Strategy Card Games

Not for the faint of heart! You need to bring your own gear,
Jamie Blassingame
sunscreen, and water bottle! Bring an extra stick if you can.

25

Come and develop some of your own abilities to
communicate with sign language. Students do not need
prior sign language training to be a part of this elective.
One group project will be to learn how to sign one of our
week's worship songs so that it can be shared in the
context of Unidiversity worship.

Alyssa Wilson

12

GOOOOOOOOOOOOOAL!!!!

Victor Tice

24

In this elective we'll learn and play card games that require
thinking, strategy, and sometimes teamwork. Games like
Spades, Hearts, Bridge, Rummy, and maybe even a few dice
games like Yahtzee. The fun never stops once you get your
brain involved!

Beth Dusin

Tailgate Games

Outdoor Games for Indoor People - We'll play games like
Bags (aka Cornhole), Washers, Ladder Golf, Four Square,
Grounders, and maybe some good outdoor board games
like Quelf. No amount of perspiration will be expected

Charles Smith

The Jam Elective

Bring your instrument! Let's learn some tunes together and
participate in some celebrations and worship!

Moses Suruma

15

This is a leisurely elective with tie-dye, hopefully in the
shade! Youth must bring a t-shirt or some other personal
items to tie-dye (recommended to bring 2 items/person).

Cayla Slaughter

25

Ultimate Frisbee

Jordan Groves

30

Ben Ondrak

20

Cliff Williams/
Millege Austin

6

Tie-Dye
Ultimate Frisbee
Volleyball

Unidiversity Video
Elective

Competitive Beach volleyball
Help in the filming and putting together of the Unidiversity
end of camp Highlight video. You must have some video
recording experience. For high school students who do
have some experience in recording video and are truly
interested in getting into video production.

